
Chairman Mr. Zhao Yixinm went to visit different corporations in 

Anhui, Jiangsu and Shanghai 

On July 11, 2020, Mr. Zhao Yixin, Chairman of the Board of Directors, held talks 

and exchanges with Zhao Shiyun, Party Secretary and Chairman of Anhui Construction 

Engineering Group Co., Ltd in Hefei. 

 

Zhao expressed a warm welcome to Zhao Yixin and his delegation, expressing his 

gratitude for the trust and support to Anhui Construction for a long time. It is hoped 

that the two sides can give full play to their respective resources and advantages and 

continue to carry out in-depth cooperation in environmental protection projects, 

engineering and construction, finance and other business areas. 

On July 13, Zhao Yixin and his delegation went to Nanjing to visit Jiangsu 

Kangyuan Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. to exchange views on new energy equity cooperation 

and capitalization operation. He expressed the hope that the two sides will further 

strengthen friendly cooperation and achieve mutual benefit and win-win results.  

On July 14, Zhao Yixin and his team met with Zhou Qimin, Chief 

Accountant of China Commercial Aircraft Co., Ltd., in Shanghai. Zhao 

Yixin introduced the situation of China Nuclear Investment in major 

industries and investment fields, he said that China Commercial Aircraft 

is a leading domestic large aircraft manufacturing enterprises. China He 

Investment will fully support and is willing to maintain close 

communication with China Commercial Aircraft and strengthen strategic 

coordination, capital operation as well as expand exchanges and 

cooperation in various fields to achieve mutual benefit and win-win 

development. 



 

Zhou Qimin welcomed the visit of Mr. Zhao and his team. After a brief 

introduction to the development of China's commercial aircraft industry, he said that 

China National Nuclear Group and China Commercial Aircraft have a good basis for 

cooperation. In order to further promote the rapid development of the civil aviation 

industry, capitalization of the operation and other means can be a great boost. During 

the period in Shanghai, Zhao Yixin and his team also went to the Shanghai headquarters 

of China National Nuclear Corporation and The China Nuclear Society Shanghai Science 

and Technology Park project to perform a site visit. 


